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that his MS., even of Part I. of this volume, demanded much rewriting from the
Museum staff. % We may be proud of the group of scholars enumerated by Mr. Arthur
Smith in his clear but modest Preface ; epigraphic studies are safe in the hands of Mr.
F. H. Marshall and his colleagues.

Pp. 1-185 are, of course, a reprint of Hirschfeld's Part I., issued in 1893, comprising
the inscriptions brought home by Newton from Knidos, Halikarnassos and Branchidae ;
but the greater part of this volume contains a good deal that is new. Of course there are
some old friends that we are glad to see newly read and discussed : e.g. the ' Sigeian
inscription' (No. 1002), the ' Rosetta Stone' (No. 1065), and the Menas inscription from
Sestos (No. 1000). One is also glad to see the originals of famous documents—such as
the Bronze Tablets from Oiantheia (Nos. 953-4)—finding their home at last in the
National Collection. A number of inscriptions from Naukratis, Kyzikos and Cyprus
remind us of recent excavations. One from Corbridge (No. 1005) is due to Roman
Archaeology. A number of new Attic documents (pp. 107 ff.) are worthy of attention,
e.g. No. 946. No. 967 is a fragment from the Sacrificial Calendar published in the
' Inscriptions of Cos' (by Paton and Hicks, 1891), Nos. 40-41. At that time the
fragment could not be found : Mr. Paton wrote that it had been ' sold to some people
who came to Cos in a yacht in 1887 : it will probably come to light again.' In 1915 it
turned up in a garden at Tring, and was presented to the Museum. But it is not possible
to make the various pieces read intelligibly into each other. How easy it is for an
inscription to escape even expert eyes is proved by No. 1044, from Attaleia (?), which has
lain unedited ever since its arrival in England in 1825, and by No. 1032A which was
omitted from the Ephesian Documents (vol. iii.) in 1890. This volume contains a
delightful variety of materials : thus No. 1020 (from Smyrna) gives us a list of the works
of a learned medical author, Hermogenes, otherwise unknown; No. 1021 deals with a
dispute about Ferry-Charges (Smyrna); while 1036 (Amyzon in Caria) records the
hanging of a slave for the murder of his master : and so on.

A full index makes a welcome finish to the undertaking. Many will also be grateful
for the reprint of the long Salutaris inscription, after the recension of Heberdey. It
reminds the present writer of labours now long past, and of deficiencies which he left for
later scholarship to make good. * EDWARD : LINCOLN :

The Dated Alexander Coinage of Sidon and Ake. By EDWARD T. NEWELL.
[Yale Oriental Series. Researches, Vol. II.] 4to. Pp. 72, with ten Collotype
Plates. Yale University Press and Oxford University Press, 1916. $2, 50c.

This is a brilliant performance, thorough in its methods and most illuminating in its
results. Mr. Newell's own fine cabinet has, of course, given him a rare opportunity, but
no one could have turned that opportunity to better account than he has done. His
acuteness of observation, his laborious patience, and his genuine numismatic instinct have
enabled him to produce a monograph that must always be of fundamental importance to
students of the complex Alexander issues. The museums of two hemispheres have been
ransacked, as well as every private collection to which access could be obtained. The'
material, therefore, may be regarded as virtually complete. Much of it is now published
for the first time, and it is remarkable how each specimen is made to fall naturally into
its place under Mr. Newell's skilful guidance. As a piece of research, the book is a
model, and the liberal supply of illustrations makes it possible to follow the reasoning
step by step.

As the Introduction points out, the great value of the particular coins dealt with lies
in the fact that, alone of all the mass of ' Alexanders' struck before the middle of the
third century B.C., they are actually dated.. Apart, therefore, from the light which
their orderly arrangement helps to throw on the vicissitudes of contemporary Phoenician
history, they are calculated to serve as ' key' pieces for determining the chronology of
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similar issues of neighbouring mints which do not themselves bear dates. The survey
extends beyond the tetradrachins ; it includes all known denominations of all three
metals. And it is based, not upon the different varieties that are recorded", but upon the
different dies that have been employed. Among the multitude of interesting points that
emerge, mention may be made of the two which the author himself singles out as most
noteworthy. He has been able, he says, ' to assign to the mint of Sidon two series of
staters which till now have remained unattributed and in part unknown ; to show that
the Ake coins fall into two dated series, that these two series refer to two distinct eras,
that the hitherto accepted era to which these two series togither are made to refer is
wrongly taken, and that consequently the computation of these dates is in error by many
years.' The conclusions as to the coinage of Ake are, indeed, revolutionary. At the
same time, as regards the main contention, the logic of the converging lines of argument
is irresistible. The suggestion that the earlier set of dates represent the regnal years of a
local dynast is less convincing, in view of the number of decades that they cover. That,
however, is a very minor point, and must not be allowed to detract one whit from the
congratulations which Mr. Newell has earned by his admirable achievement. G. M.

Sard i s . [Publications of the American Society for the Excavation of Sardis.] Vol. xi.
Coins, Part I., 1910-1914. By H. W. BELL. Large 4to. Pp. xiv. + 124. With two
Collotype Plates. Leiden : E. J. Brill, Ltd., 1916.

This account of the coins brought to light during a quinquennium of digging at Sardis is
presented to the public in a truly sumptuous format. The type and arrangement are as
clear as the most exacting of readers could desire, while the ample margins are most
restful to the eye. Nor are the contents unworthy of the dress in which they appear.
Mr. Bell has spared no pains to provide a really scholarly record. His descriptions and
indexes are full and accurate ; and, if the supply of illustrations is less generous than one
might wish, the fault does not lie with him or with the parent Society, but with the
Turkish officials into whose hands the originals have passed. The hope is held out that
in the next part of the volume the defect may be made good. Against the future issue
thus foreshadowed, Mr. Bell might consider whether it would not be possible to add to
the particulars he already gives an indication of the die-position of each piece. Some-
thing more, too, might perhaps be done in the way of grouping Ihe bronze coins by
denominations. The total number of specimens now dealt with is 990, and of these 419
are Greek and 354 Byzantine. The most interesting individually is a ' Greek imperial'
coin of Sardis, which seems to read AIONYSOZ ©OPAIOZ. The great majority of
the others are familiar to numismatists. But their comparative familiarity in no way
detracts from the value of Mr. Bell's work. The importance of his catalogue is twofold.
When complete, it will provide the necessary material for a study of the commercial
relations of Sardis at various epochs, and it will at the same time facilitate the classifi-
cation of certain of the difficult regal series by throwing light upon the range of
circulation. G. M.

M o d e r n G r e e k in A s i a Minor . A Study of the Dialects of Silli, Cappadocia and
Pharasa. With Grammar, Texts, Translations, and Glossary. By R. M. DAWKINS,
M.A., with a chapter on the subject-matter of the Folk-Tales by W. R. HALLIDAY,
B.A., B.Litt. Cambridge University Press, 1916. Pp. xiv + 695. 31s. 6i.

Readers of the J.H.S. have had a foretaste of this work in the form of a valuable article
which appeared in vol. xxx. pp. 109, 267. To say that this book comes up to all
expectations which have been based on that article, would be less than the truth. It is
marked not only by accuracy and fulness of detail but by originality and sound judgment,
and will rank as one of the most important works in the field of Modern Greek philology.




